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Research Data Defined
“Research data means the recorded factual
material commonly accepted in the scientific
community as necessary to validate research
findings, but not any of the following:
– Preliminary analyses
– Drafts of scientific papers
– Plans for future research
– Peer reviews
– Communication with colleagues”
(Briney p.5 from OMB Circular A-81)
Briney, K. (2015). Data management for researchers: Organize, maintain and share your data for research success.
Exeter, UK: Pelagic Publishing.

Big Data Defined
“Big Data should be understood as a putatively
new mode of knowledge production, based on
the global retention of all data, rather than the
measure of a specific volume. ”

Poskanzer, D. R. (2015). Big Data. In J. B. Holbrook (Ed.), Ethics, Science, Technology, and Engineering (2nd ed., Vol. 1,
pp. 210-212). Farmington Hills, MI: Macmillan Reference USA. Retrieved from
http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CCX3727600092&v=2.1&u=dayt72472&it=r&p=GVRL&sw=w&asid=780
89cdec3fc0d472414b929dd9721fa

Data Management Defined
“Data Management is the compilation of many
small practices that make your data easier to
find, easier to understand, less likely to be lost,
and more likely to be usable during a project, or
ten years later. Data Management is
fundamentally about taking care of one of the
most important things you create during the
research process: your data.”
(Briney p.7)
Briney, K. (2015). Data management for researchers: Organize, maintain and share your data for research success.
Exeter, UK: Pelagic Publishing.

Data Management Plans
“Proposals submitted to NSF must include a
supplementary document of no more than two
pages labeled "Data Management Plan" (DMP).
This supplementary document should describe
how the proposal will conform to NSF policy on
the dissemination and sharing of research
results. Proposals that do not include a DMP will
not be able to be submitted.”
https://www.nsf.gov/eng/general/dmp.jsp

Problem : Unreadable Data

http://www.moonviews.com/2014/11/earliest-satellite-images-of-antarctica.html#more

Problem: Digital Dark Ages

http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_dark_age

Problem: Retracted Articles

Retractionwatch.com

Problem: Personal Data Shared

Slide from Professor Frances Rice at the University of Dayton

Opportunity: Shared Data

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/News/Media-office/Press-releases/2016/WTP060169.htm

Slide from Dr. David Wright at the University of Dayton

New Form of Scholarly Communication
Data Descriptor

Cory Arcangel, Data Diaries, 2002. From Artstor

www.nature.com/sdata/archive

Famous People:
• Pirate (9)
• Mathematician (157)
• Soccer Player (1064)

Data Set Citations

Another Example

Paradigm Shift
– Scholars as users and producers of scholarly
resources - including data
– Scholars need to know of the existence and
availability of data repositories

Discoverability of Data
• How does one find data sources?
– Discipline specific
– Repositories are generally tied to functional
domains
– Usual literature sources – pay attention to data
citations.
– Data management resource guides

Keeping Up
• But there is the challenge of keeping up…
• Changes described above are coming faster
than the pace of producing new scholars.
• Scholars must stay agile and aware of
developments.
• Second half of the chessboard.

Networks of Scholars
• Increasing importance of social networks to
find these partners and sources
• Knowledge is found in a distributed network
of people

Data Clearinghouses: re3data.org

Citing Data Resources

DOI
• dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/28201
• Digital Object Identifier
• Assumes that items are “born digital”

Finding Researchers
• Role of disambiguation in researcher networks
(ORCID)

ORCID
• ORCID is stands for Open Researcher and
Contributor ID https://orcid.org/content/o-orcid
• When UD graduate students complete their
thesis, the library encourages them to get an
ORCID as part of Electronic Theses &
Dissertation registration
• You should consider one too

Slide from Professor Frances Rice at the University of Dayton

datacure@googlegroups.com

Library’s Role
• Continuation of our
traditional role.
– Acquire information
– Store information
– Organize information
– Make information
available

With this new information format, our role has
expanded

The Next Big Thing
“Research Data Management is the next big
development. As libraries have taken the lead in
storing and preserving traditional research
outputs via archiving in institutional
repositories, so they will also play a part in the
development of research data repositories. “
Natalia Madjarevic LSE Research Online
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2012/10/10/madjarevic-open-access-libraries-respond/

Data Management

Data Management Plan 22 questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What type of data will be produced?
Will it be reproducible?
What would happen if it became unusable?
How much data will there be?
How often will it change?
How rapidly will it grow?
Who will use it now?
Who will use it later?
Who controls it (the institution, the PI, students?)
How long should it be retained?
Is there software required to use the data?
Privacy requirements?
Security requirements?
Sharing requirements? Funding agency sharing policy?
Other funding agency requirements for data management plans?
Project and data documentation?
File naming conventions?
What file formats, and are those formats long lived?
Will project and data identifiers be assigned?
When and where will the data be published?
Who is an appropriate community of scholars to share the data with?
Who in the group will be responsible for data management?

http://libguides.udayton.edu/c.php?g=15360&p=83495

What format should you use

http://libguides.udayton.edu/c.php?g=15360&p=83498

http://crosstech.crossref.org/2014/02/many-metrics-such-data-wow.html
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